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Thematic Workshop 

The Impact of Climate Change on Labour Migration 
Geneva, ILO HQ, Route des Morillons 4, 1211 Geneva 

Room XI  
29 March 2023, 14:00-18:00 CET 

Hybrid Format 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Practical Information for Participants 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

1. Venue 

The workshop will be held in Room XI at the International Labour Organization (ILO) HQ in hybrid 
mode. A Zoom link will be sent to registered participants shortly before the meeting. 

2. Transportation to the meeting venue 
 

- From Geneva Cornavin train station: 
Take Bus 8 (behind the station, direction OMS) or Bus F (behind the station, direction Ferney or Gex) 
and get off at the BIT stop. Both take about 15 minutes. 
 

- From Geneva airport: 
Take Bus 28 (Direction Jardin Botanique) and get off at the BIT stop. It takes about 12 minutes. 
 

- Bus tickets: 
Tickets can be bought from the machines at the bus stops: select Tout Genève for a 1 hour-ticket 
(CHF 3). The purchase of tickets is also possible on tpgPreview app or by SMS with all Swiss 
operators and French operators (Orange, SFR, Free and Bouygues). Send tpg1 by SMS to 788, before 
getting on the bus. More information on Geneva public transport: www.tpg.ch 
 

- From BIT bus stop to the ILO: 
From the bus stop, go down the slope towards the building, which leads to an underground parking 
lot. Turn right at the entrance of this parking and go straight along the wall. Then, take the 
escalators up to the R2 level. Turn right to leave the building. The GFMD registration desk is outside 
on your right side (see photo below). 
 

- Reach ILO by taxi: 
Taxi can be called by +41 (0)22 331 41 33.  
Taxi will enter the visitors’ entrance off Route des Morillons. Once you reach the P1 parking (door 5, 
R2 level), you will see the GFMD registration desk on the left side of the building (see photo below). 
 

  

http://www.tpg.ch/
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- Reach ILO by car: 
To access the ILO parking by car, it is necessary to provide the registration plates number of the 
vehicle when registering for security clearance. The deadline for registration is Thursday, 23 March 
COB. 

 
3. Collect ILO badge to access the location of the meeting 

To access the ILO premises, registered participant can check-in from 10:30-14:30 in the highlighted circle 
area (see map below) next to the parking lot and the ILO building. To make sure you can reach the 
location of the workshop on time, please consider registering well in advance avoiding queues at the 
registration desk. Registered participants who have a badge to access the ILO building may proceed 
directly to Room XI and sign the attendance sheet when taking their name plates. 

4. Return ILO badge 

Your ILO badge must be returned after the workshop. You can drop it in the box right after exiting the 
ILO security check. The box is on the right side of the glass gate. 

 

*The meeting will be recorded and uploaded to the GFMD YouTube channel. Photos taken during the 
event may be published on the GFMD website and social media. By attending, you agree to the above 
conditions. 

 

Registration desk (photo): 

 

 

 

 

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=LSaIFfsjtEO9brzknI5hhhHvWs_kiyZNu-AjIrZJKWpUMUVVQlRPQ0ZERExDSUI3RkpINVdYUkZHMi4u
https://www.youtube.com/@gfmdsecretariat/featured
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